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ENGL-3725 | Cultural Studies: 
Photography and Cultural Studies 

 
Term: Spring 2021       Professor: Andrew Burke 
Time: Mondays and Wednesdays 1:00pm-4:00pm   Email: a.burke@uwinnipeg.ca  
Office Hours: Meetings can be arranged by email and will be conducted via Zoom 
 
 

LAND ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 
 
The University of Winnipeg is in Treaty One territory and is located on the traditional 
territory of Anishinaabeg, Cree, Oji-Cree, Dakota, and Dene peoples and on the 
homeland of the Métis Nation. The English Department recognizes the role of the 
English language and English as an academic discipline in contributing to the historical 
and present formations of settler colonialism and imperialism in Canada and around 
the world. In giving expression to our Land Acknowledgement, we commit ourselves to 
engaging with, questioning, and challenging these formations in ways that support the 
decolonizing work being done by Indigenous peoples in Manitoba and elsewhere. 
 
 
 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 
 
Course Delivery: Live Lectures and Discussion via Zoom. Scheduled class times will take place 
using an online platform. Students are expected to be available during the posted lecture 
times for live streaming and/or group interactions. 
 
From its very beginnings, Cultural Studies has been concerned with questions of 
representation, the ways in which the political and the pictorial converge, and the clash and 
conjunction of ideology and image. From snapshot photography to social media, this course 
investigates a history of thinking about images and their circulation. We will explore how the 
image mediates memory and how the photograph is a vehicle that transports the past into the 
present. How does photography function as a technology of memory, not simply for the 
individual, but for family, community, culture, nation, and diaspora? 
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The course begins with the formative work of Walter Benjamin, whose “A Small History of 
Photography” still sets the contemporary agenda for thinking about photography as a cultural 
practice and the photograph as an object, whether analogue or digital. From there, we will 
extend our analysis to questions of art, the archive, activism, and the ordinary. Photography has 
made its way into the gallery and now counts itself among the fine arts, but there is also the 
long history of its use for purposes of control and surveillance. Yet, at the same time, 
photography has frequently been harnessed for positive political ends, allowing queer and 
racialized groups to make visible experiences and evidence of inequality and injustice. Finally, 
while photography has long been a mass practice and the primary mode through which 
everyday life is defined and documented, the ease of image-making in the digital age also 
makes it somewhat banal, as images are the primary currency in the frenzied circulations of 
social media.   
 
 

REQUIRED TECHNOLOGY 
 
Zoom. Create a free Zoom account for this course (use full name and indicate your pronouns 
after last name): https://zoom.us/freesignup/ . Live Lectures will not be recorded. Links, 
references, and other materials from each week’s class will be posted to Nexus. 
 
Nexus. Set up Nexus notifications to make sure you don’t miss any info or course materials. 
 
 

REQUIRED TEXTS 
 
There are no required texts for this course. Course readings will be available via Nexus. For a 
full list of course readings, please consult the schedule provided below. 
 

RECOMMENDED TEXTS 
 
Students should have access to a style guide that provides details on proper MLA formatting 
and documentation. The 8th edition of the MLA Handbook for Writers of Research Papers by 
Joseph Gibaldi is the authoritative resource for all questions of style, format, and 
documentation. A legitimate online source of information regarding MLA documentation is 
Purdue University’s Online Writing Lab: https://owl.english.purdue.edu/  
 
 

ASSIGNMENTS  
 
Short Essay on an Individual Photo May 21st 20% 
Narrated Slideshow, Annotated Album, or Video Essay June 4th 30% 
Final Project June 21st 40% 
Attendance and Participation ongoing 10% 
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Assignment Submission Assignments must be submitted electronically via Nexus. 
 
English Competency and Writing Centre Students registered for this course are expected to 
demonstrate competency in English appropriate to university-level courses. Students needing 
additional assistance may contact the Writing Centre at https://www.uwinnipeg.ca/writing-
centre/index.html for writing resources and tutoring services, or contact the English Language 
Program at http://www.uwinnipeg.ca/index/elp-information for classes in English as an 
Additional Language and related services. 
 
Late Penalties There are no late penalties for this course. 
 
Respectful Learning Environment: All students, faculty and staff have the right to participate, 
learn, and work in an environment that is free of harassment and discrimination. The UW 
Respectful Working and Learning Environment Policy may be found at 
https://www.uwinnipeg.ca/respect/. 
 
 

PARTICIPATION RUBRIC 
 
Participation is based on attendance, but more importantly on the quality of your contributions 
to class discussion and demonstrated evidence that you have read and thought about the 
material in advance of class. The rubric below is freely adapted from the guidelines provided 
by the University of Winnipeg’s Senate Curriculum Committee. 
 
Excellent to Outstanding (8.0-10):  

• Consistent on-time attendance  
• Evidence of thorough preparation for the class 
• Frequent positive and helpful contributions to discussion 

 
Good to Very Good (7.0-7.9):  

• Consistent on-time attendance  
• Evidence of adequate preparation for the class.  
• Solid participation in class discussions 

 
Poor to Fair (6.0-6.9):  

• Inconsistent on-time attendance and/or frequent absences 
• Partial or inadequate preparation for the class  

 
Very Poor (5.0-.5.9):  

• Inconsistent on-time attendance or extended absences that compromise ability to 
participate fully in the work of the course.  

 
Fail (0.0-4.9):  
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• Frequent absences and consistently poor preparation that compromise required 
classroom contributions.  

 
 

GRADING SCALE 
 
A+ 90 - 100% GPA 4.50  C+ 65 - 69% GPA 2.5 
A 85 - 89%  GPA 4.25  C 60 - 64% GPA 2.0 
A- 80 - 84% GPA 4.0  D 50 - 59% GPA 1.0 
B+ 75 - 79% GPA 3.5  F Below 50% GPA 0 
B 70 - 74% GPA 3.0   
 
 

NOTES AND REGULATIONS 
 

Course Scheduling and Important Dates 
 
Possible Changes to Course Outline. This course outline should be considered a guideline 
only. Time constraints and other unforeseen factors may require that some of the above topics 
be omitted or covered in less detail than indicated. A permitted or necessary change in mode 
of delivery may require adjustments to important aspects of this course outline, such as the 
class schedule and the number, nature, and weighting of assignments and/or exams.  
 
Class Cancellation Notifications. When it is necessary to cancel a class due to exceptional 
circumstances, students will be contacted via their uwinnipeg.ca email. Students are reminded 
that they should regularly check their uwinnipeg.ca e-mail addresses to ensure timely receipt of 
correspondence from the university and/or their course instructors.  
 
Final Exam Scheduling. There is no final exam in this course.  
 
Voluntary Withdrawal Date. June 2, 2021 is the final date to withdraw without academic 
penalty from courses which begin on May 3, 2021 and end on June 14, 2021 in the Spring 
2021 term. 
 
Please note that withdrawing before the VW date does not necessarily result in a fee refund. 
Students are encouraged to contact instructors before withdrawing in case they can be of any 
help. The withdrawal date for individual courses and information on refunds is found here: 
https://www.uwinnipeg.ca/registration/docs/withdrawal-schedule-spring.pdf 
 
Important Calendar Dates. The dates the University is closed for holidays, irrespective of 
campus closure related to COVID-19: 
 
May 24, 2021     Victoria Day (University closed) 
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July 1, 2021   Canada Day (University closed) 
August 2, 2021  Terry Fox Day (University closed) 
 
For a complete list of important dates, please visit 
https://www.uwinnipeg.ca/academics/calendar/dates.html 
 
Holy Days. Students may choose not to attend classes or write examinations on holy days of 
their religion, but they must notify their instructors at least two weeks in advance. Instructors 
will then provide opportunity for students to make up work examinations without penalty. A list 
of religious holidays can be found at http://uwinnipeg.ca/academics/calendar/docs/important-
notes.pdf 
 
 

Accessibility Services 
 
Contacting Accessibility Services. Students with documented disabilities, temporary or chronic 
medical conditions, requiring academic accommodations for tests/exams or during 
lectures/laboratories are encouraged to contact Accessibility Services (AS) at 204.786.9771 or 
https://www.uwinnipeg.ca/accessibility-services/ to discuss appropriate options.  
 
Accessibility Services and Confidentiality. All information about a student’s disability or medical 
condition remains confidential. 
 
 

Academic and Non-Academic Misconduct 
 
Academic Misconduct. Students are encouraged to familiarize themselves with the Academic 
Regulations, Policies, and Procedures found in the University Calendar:  
 
Academic Misconduct Policy: https://www.uwinnipeg.ca/institutional-
analysis/docs/policies/academic-misconduct-policy.pdf  
 
Academic Misconduct Procedures: https://www.uwinnipeg.ca/institutional-
analysis/docs/student-non-academic-misconduct- procedures.pdf  
 
Particular attention should be given to subsections 8 (Student Discipline), 9 (Senate Appeals), 
and 10 (Grade Appeals). Please note, in particular, the subsection of Student Discipline 
pertaining to plagiarism and other forms of cheating.  
 
The University of Winnipeg is committed to the principles of academic integrity, and the 
Academic Misconduct Policy and Procedures cover both intentional and “unintentional” 
plagiarism. For additional information on proper research and citation practices, please consult 
the UW Library video tutorial “Avoiding Plagiarism”:  
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UvFdxRU9a8g  
 
Similarly, uploading essays and other assignments to essay vendor or trader sites (filesharing 
sites that are known providers of essays for use by others who submit them to instructors as 
their own work) is a form of academic misconduct, as it involves “aiding and abetting” 
plagiarism. 
 
Students are advised to read the pertinent pages of the current course calendar for the rules 
regarding Registration, Voluntary Withdrawals, Academic Misconduct including plagiarism, and 
Appeals. Concerning plagiarism, please note that as a general rule, an F in the course will be 
the penalty recommended by the English Departmental Review Committee to the Senate 
Committee on Academic Misconduct, for plagiarism on major assignments in English 
Department courses. 
 
Non-Academic Misconduct and the Respectful Working and Learning Environment Policy. 
Students are expected to conduct themselves in a respectful manner on campus and in the 
learning environment irrespective of platform being used. Behaviour, communication, or acts 
that are inconsistent with a number of UW policies, including: 
 
Respectful Working and Learning Environment Policy 
https://www.uwinnipeg.ca/respect/respect-policy.html,  
 
Acceptable Use of Information Technology Policy  
https://www.uwinnipeg.ca/institutional-analysis/docs/policies/acceptable-use-of-information-
technology-policy.pdf 
 
For further information on the University of Winnipeg’s policies and procedures regarding Non-
Academic Misconduct, please consult: 
 
Non-Academic Misconduct Policy:  
https://www.uwinnipeg.ca/institutional-analysis/docs/student-non-academic-misconduct-
policy.pdf  
 
Non-Academic Misconduct Procedures: https://www.uwinnipeg.ca/institutional- 
analysis/docs/policies/academic-misconduct-procedures.pdf  
 
UWSA Academic Advocacy. Students facing an allegation of academic or non-academic 
misconduct may choose to contact the University of Winnipeg Students’ Association (UWSA) 
where a student advocate will be available to answer any questions about the process, help 
with building a case, and ensuring students have access to support. For more information or to 
schedule an appointment, visit our website at www.theuwsa.ca/academic-advocacy or call 204-
786-9780. 
 
Back-up files. It is the student’s responsibility to retain a photocopy or digitized copy of all 
assignments submitted for grading; in the event of loss or theft, a duplicate copy is required. 
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Copyright, Ethics, and Privacy 
 
Copyright and Intellectual Property. Course materials are the property of the instructor who 
developed them. Examples of such materials are course outlines, assignment descriptions, 
lecture notes, test questions, and presentation slides—irrespective of format. Students who 
upload these materials to filesharing sites, or in any other way share these materials with others 
outside the class without prior permission of the instructor/presenter, are in violation of 
copyright law and University policy. Students must also seek prior permission of the 
instructor/presenter before, for example, photographing, recording, or taking screenshots of 
slides, presentations, lectures, and notes on the board. Students found to be in violation of an 
instructor’s intellectual property rights could face serious consequences pursuant to the 
Academic Misconduct or Non-Academic Misconduct Policy; such consequences could possibly 
involve legal sanction under the Copyright Policy. For more information, see: 
https://copyright.uwinnipeg.ca/basics/copyright-policy.html  
 
Research Ethics. Students conducting research interviews, focus groups, surveys, or any other 
method of collecting data from any person, including a family member, must obtain research 
ethics approval before commencing data collection. Exceptions are research activities done in 
class as a learning exercise. For submission requirements and deadlines, see 
http://www.uwinnipeg.ca/research/human-ethics.html  
 
Privacy. Students are reminded of their rights in relation to the collecting of personal data by 
the University (https://www.uwinnipeg.ca/privacy/admissions-privacy-notice.html ), particularly 
in relation to the use of Zoom (https://www.uwinnipeg.ca/privacy/zoom-privacy-notice.html ) 
and testing/proctoring (https://www.uwinnipeg.ca/privacy/zoom-test-and-exam-
proctoring.html ).  
 
 

Remote Learning 

FAQ on Remote Learning. Students can find answers to frequently ask questions related to 
remote learning here: https://www.uwinnipeg.ca/covid-19/remote-learning-faq.html  

Remote Classroom Conduct. On the first day of class, we will establish our course guidelines 
for appropriate Zoom behaviour and make sure everyone knows how to use Zoom tools 
(raising hand, typing in the chat). 
 
English Department Website. For more information regarding the English Department, please 
refer to our website at www.uwinnipeg.ca/english and follow us @UofWEnglish on Twitter. 
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WEEKLY SCHEDULE 
 
All readings must be completed before class. Readings are available on Nexus in the Content 
folder, organized class-by-class. 
 
Monday, May 3 
Introduction to Photography and Cultural Studies 
 
Wednesday, May 5 
The Basics from Benjamin, part one 
Walter Benjamin. “A Small History of Photography.” 1931. On Photography. Ed. and Trans. 

Esther Leslie. Reaktion Books, 2015. 53-105. 
 
Monday, May 10 
The Basics from Benjamin, part two 
Walter Benjamin. “A Small History of Photography.” 1931. On Photography. Ed. and Trans. 

Esther Leslie. Reaktion Books, 2015. 53-105. 
 
Wednesday, May 12 
Punctum/Studium 
Roland Barthes. Excerpt from Camera Lucida. 1980. Trans. Richard Howard. Vintage, 2000. 22-

30; 40-55. 
 
Monday, May 17 
Photographs as Melancholy Objects 
Susan Sontag. Excerpt from On Photography. Picador, 1977. 51-82. 
 
Wednesday, May 19 
Street Photography 
John Paskievich. The North End Revisited. U of Manitoba P, 2017. eBook available via 

UWinnipeg Library.. 
Osborne, Steven. “Invisible City: John Paskievich and the North End of Winnipeg.” in The 

North End Revisited. U of Manitoba P, 2017. 1-7. 
Gillmor, Alison. “An Interview with John Paskievich.” in The North End Revisited. U of 

Manitoba P, 2017. 155-63. 
 
Friday, May 21 
Due: Short Essay on an Individual Photo (20%) 

 
Wednesday, May 26 
Workshop Day.  
Instructions will be distributed in advance. 
 
Monday, May 31 
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Snapshot Photography 
Sharon Zuromskis. Excerpt from Snapshot Photography: The Lives of Images. MIT Press, 2013. 

18-65. 
 
Wednesday, June 2 
Photography and Black Life 
Stuart Hall. “Reconstruction Work.”  The Everyday Life Reader. Ed. Ben Highmore. Routledge, 

2002. 251-61. 
bell hooks. “In Our Glory: Photography and Black Life.” Art on my Mind: Visual Politics. New 

Press, 1995. 54-64. 
 
Friday, June 4 
Due: Narrated Slideshow, Annotated Album, or Video Essay (30%) 
 
Monday, June 7 
Memory and the Image Archive 
Paul Seesequasis. Indigenous Archival Photo Project. 

https://www.instagram.com/pseesequasis/  
Paul Seesequasis. “How Crowdsourcing is Helping Communities Reclaim Their Stories.” The 

Walrus May 4, 2018. https://thewalrus.ca/how-crowdsourcing-is-helping-communities-
reclaim-their-stories/  

Jacqueline Hoàng Nguyễn. The Making of an Archive. https://themakingofanarchive.com/  
Gabrielle Moser. “Porous Sounds: frequencies of refusal in diasporic family photographs.” The 

Making of an Archive. Ed. Jacqueline Hoàng Nguyễn, Vanessa Kwan, and Dan Pon. 
Grunt Gallery, 2018. 68-90. 

 
Wednesday, June 9 
Virtual Gallery Visit 
James Barnor: Accra/London: A Retrospective Exhibit online at the Serpentine Gallery, May 19 

to September. https://www.serpentinegalleries.org/whats-on/james-barnor/  
Kobena Mercer. “People Get Ready: James Barnor’s Route Map of Afro-Modernity.” Ever 

Young: James Barnor. Autograph ABP, 2010. 
 
Monday, June 14 
Review, Reflection, and Previews of Final Projects 
 
Monday, June 21 
Due: Final Project (40%) 
 
 


